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Welcome to another edition of the Real for Life Podcast - this is almost a kind of a part 2. - Jim my 
question is because - originally we were talking about - what do you tell people that say I feel like this 
church is too big because this time I'd like to talk about campuses tell me the heart of why we started 
doing campuses - all over the all over the county 

0:33 Well yeah - I would say several things go into that - we got to the place where we were having 
multiple services and we were running out of times where that was being effective here in our area 

Secondly I always want to balance the tension  between doing new services but stretching out our staff 
and our people because they have to have a healthy life and I don't believe what happens on the 
weekends is the most important thing and if we're not careful everything our staff is involved in - it you
know is about the weekend services which then exhausts our people from making disciples and 
pastoring and shepherding people so - I didn't want to have 27 services so all we did was the weekend 
services which takes us away from really disciplining caring and all  – number one – 

And also there there's a little bit of law of diminishing returns when you talk about not only the staff 
the volunteers and the energy because not everybody is going to show up at a four o'clock in the 
afternoon or four years 

Pretty soon you know it's just a bad time it doesn't fit into people's life  – Secondly I believe that part of
our job as staff and and elders and pastors is to equip people for works of service so - 1.51  if we only 
have one place then there's only so many positions but if we multiply places now we need positions at 
every level in multiple places and it gives us more places for people to play in particular - I believe my 
job is to not have a culture center around my preaching which is why I have a preaching team I want 
people to talk about Jesus and not be enamored with a person which also includes the ability to have 
multiple teachers in other places then you add the factor here of - as our area grows I want people to 
invite their neighbors to something and it leads to you know if you live clear up in Hayden it takes 
longer and longer for people to get here from there and I want them to be able to reach into their 
community so rather than bringing people all the way over to here why not take what we're doing over 
there to them. So it it hits the strike zone in multiple different places so now the campus approach is to 
go we want more places for people to play - we want to reach people where they're at - we don't want 
to have to build bigger buildings and bigger and bigger buildings because the cost of it the bigger the 
building the more expensive you can actually build smaller buildings - with with less money than you 
build a bigger building with more money which then - there is a the law of diminishing returns so this 
hits a lot of different places then you go back to our discussion we were having before - for some 
people mass numbers of people is intimidating whereas if we do the campus approach we create a 
smaller venue in their local area - takes less time to get there more places to play - and so it that venue 
becomes a smaller venue and so each of the campuses we have - three right now we're soon to go to 
four in Hayden we have one in CDA we have one up north we're going to go to Hayden - that we'll be 
announcing here pretty quick - we have those areas are high growth areas we have a lot of our people 
there. This gives people a chance to play there reach their community there reach these new people that
are coming there it's - it's the it's one church and soon to be four locations so in each of those places 
there's an eldership there's a place for people to be leaders there we have guys we've raised up that are 
effective communicators good leaders it it just does a lot of different things and it's a smaller campus so
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that people who like it to be a little bit smaller can feel that that way - we're aligned - together and so 
you you start thinking through all of this and it just makes sense on a lot of different levels 
Well you you keep saying campus and I know that we have planted a bunch of churches what - we've 
got -  Moscow, Pullman we've got - North Spokane we've got - the Valley what's the difference 
between a church plan and a church campus for us 

Well if we've made a decision as an eldership that if it's in Kootenai County we will do a campus 
approach we have a shared eldership it's close enough the elders can get together it helps us with 
alignment we're able to mobilize resources if it's outside of Kootenai County then it will start out as a 
campus but it will become a church plant which has its own independent elders and its own senior 
pastor where if it's a campus I get to meet together with all the campus leaders all the elders I meet with 
from all the different campuses in one setting we share resources we share information it's just it's just 
super cost effective in that way but as you get out there further it becomes really tough to get people 
together in relationship and in relationship you know if there's a lack of relationship then you have 
positional authority but if there's a relationship where we know each other we listen to each other well 
then we're able to go at the speed of trust so to speak whereas out there if it's if it's further out it's hard 
to keep us all together it's hard to have relationship and we want those churches to be able to - not have 
a cap on who's going to be an elder or how they're going to do things because even though our church 
plants have the same value system we have those church those areas are different enough and unique 
enough that they need to have their own independent sort of leadership structure that identifies the 
needs shapes the attack with the values but they the values don't change when we plant a church but 
their ability for them to lead and uniquely shape their ministry for that area is is more important 
whereas we live in a general area where you know there is differences but there's a whole lot more 
similarities so if it's outside of Kootenai County it'll start out as a campus and then as they develop their 
own leaders and elders once they have their own elders after time - proven guys who are disciple 
makers who who are serving and they're proven then they become elders based on we know who they 
are versus just launching them and there's no oversight and and we just even do church planning 
differently than most most places do 

That's true that's true too - I think back when the church started and you look at the overall population 
of Kootenai County it was not that big of a deal to travel you know Coeur d'Alene you go to Coeur 
d'Alene for - to eat lunch come back and - it really is I mean now I have to factor in 25 - 30 minutes if 
I'm planning on moving around the county and all and it gets to be a bigger bigger deal depending on 
where people are working especially now that more people are not even leaving their their homes to 
work - it does mentally become too big a thing to come all the way into Post Falls iif they're from 
outside the area so I think that is a - I think it is a win to these campuses - at each one of these areas the 
farther though that we get into this and more people we get into these different areas like you said they 
are going to have a different flavor but but you're okay with going in as long as the main thing is the 
main thing you're okay with that yeah changing 

I don't like here's what I don't want - imagine that everybody answers to a person and and so let's say 
that people bring the problem to a person and he's like the calculator - punch the numbers in and he 
spits out spits out the information what I want is to trust the people for them to have the giftings so that 
they don't bring me the problem they're aware of the problem and they they've been raised up to have a 
set of values and an understanding that that allows for for change in the lesser things while it keeps the 
the more important essential things - in play so even though we have multiple campuses we our our 
campus leaders have unique authority in a in a kind of a big swath of things where they get to shape it 
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and do certain things where they're they have tons of freedom but even for me as the leader of this Post 
Falls icampus I answer to an eldership and the eldership has reserved certain decisions big big 
decisions that they want to make together and I have the freedom as the campus lead here to to make a 
lot of decisions that are the day-to-day running sorts of decisions I think I think accountability should 
be a part of everyone's life right and so I have accountability the campuses have accountability - 
absolute power corrupts absolutely right and so it should be a plurality of leaders and and on the basis 
of relationship these campuses - have a lot of input - there's certain things we make decisions together 
on and for instance there's a lot of things that are happening in our campuses right now that if they'd 
have been - in the North for instance they would have never been able to get a building based on a 
campus that started right because of the reputation of Real Life and our capacity as a whole we can 
now move resources to that that help them get things they would have never gotten on their own - at the 
pace that in which they're getting them and so - it's a shared leadership shared influence sort of a 
mentality here and and yet it it holds to the uniqueness of a disciple making church raising people up 
financially and fiscally responsible - giving people a place to play as people move into that area and it 
does get the traffic and it gets longer and longer now they're able to influence neighborhood to 
neighborhood in their in their miniature communities but then we collectively come together as a 
county and so it's been and again if something bad happens culturally where churches now have a 
problem maybe because we hold to our values and the world doesn't like our values - let's say they ever 
did shut down churches well our home group system is is set up and ready with leadership in 
communities to be able to make jumps so that whatever they decide to do lord willing - we we have the 
capacity to go smaller go bigger there's a lot of flexibility possible in all this 

Well that's just what I was going to say is really there you know when you were talking about the 
leadership structure or or how the campuses work together - the structure is what we hold true and there 
isn't any movement on that it's rigid but they do have freedom and just like a building if it doesn't have 
or concrete doesn't have expansion joints and there's no ability for it to move and shift then it'll it'll 
break apart anyway it's a great example 

So we're able to do the best of both worlds that way really excited about the Hayden campus - what can 
you tell us about - timeline for that 

Yeah we've got to make some adjustments because - the point person for that will be Gabe Cleave who 
now runs our hospitality and our young adults so we've got to make some shifts internally to cover that 
because our whole youth and hospitality team has been amazing we cannot afford to lose the ground I 
mean I love how many young people are are involved in serving and I love how many young people are 
in the school of ministry being raised up I mean it's just awesome to see we can't give that up so we 
have to have the right kind of leadership and I think we do to have some internal shifts to free him up - 
but he'll be being the point person over there he's been with us for years and you know it's been 
awesome to see he and Aubry and the kids and just great and then - we've got - one of our - small 
groups pastors is gonna be going with them and then we'll be bringing in worship and all those - 
children and youth and all those kinds of things looking for locations we had 10 acres given to us to use 
- over there so again just like the North somebody gave us property and that - was a key factor we're not 
going to be building immediately right we're going to be starting with weekend services in September 
and - working with leaders in that area - that go to our church we have a lot of people that in that area 
that go to our church here not everybody is going to go there instead of here - we'll let people
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make their own decisions but there'll be a sizable number of our people that will go there and then all 
the new people that come in so we'll start in September with that - having services and that gives us 
time to really plan and find a location until eventually the building out there will be built just as it's 
being built right now in the North 

Well I it's exciting being a part of a campus or - you know a location - from the ground up and - you 
know that's a great opportunity for those people that are there from the Hayden - area that come to 
church here in Post Falls iso we will eventually you're saying we'll let them know and - they can put in 
and show their interest for that they could be a part of something before we launch 

Yeah yeah we'll be letting I mean we're just you know solidifying the leadership team now and then we
have to go through the process of bringing shifting people around and so these leadership people we 
have that are going to be leaving will be helping train those who who fill in that role - and then this 
summer especially we'll be really getting down into the details of stuff so we can we can launch in 
September - you know in the meantime - we're also - really going to be emphasizing what goes on on 
thursday night we're going to start food for thursday night so that young families can come and and 
then we're also starting a sunday evening service with - the point persons being - Keith and and - evan 
Evan yeah Keith and Evan and that whole team and and we're gonna do that at 5:45 and there will be 
food for young families so that they they go away on the weekend they can come back during the 
summer and still make a weekend service and and - so we're trying to to say hey okay we've got this 
growth coming into this area again how do we spread that out one of the campus positives is that now 
rather than than all those people over there having to come over here - now they have another place we 
can spread that group of people out and - we're ready for new people and - we're trying to again balance
the staffing and the volunteers without burning them out they can have a regular everyday life at the 
same time reaching new people so you know we've learned a lot over the years made a lot of mistakes 
and and we want to be active we want to be triers and we may make some shifts as we go along 
because - we value trying and failing and getting back up and going again but ultimately I'm excited 
about this next - part of the journey 

I  do too I mean - obviously you're anticipating some bruises and scrapes but the at least you're in the 
right fight right that's right and - these are growing pains well - Jim thanks a lot and thanks for talking 
about the campuses and like I said stay vigilant in watching for the Hayden campus and you can be a 
part of that too. 


